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INTRODUCTION
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Kevin is still counting by ones on the number grid and I am not sure how

aw

to help him move to a more efficient strategy.
—Second-grade teacher

She should know that fact, or at least have a more efficient strategy by now.
What do I do?
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Maria is in third grade and still uses her fingers for simple facts like 8 + 8.

—Third-grade teacher

T

hese are typical concerns I heard from teachers during my years as a mathematics coach. When children have large gaps in their number sense,
teachers get stuck: Why do some students struggle with developing their
number sense? How much time do we give students to develop particular strategies
and understandings? When do we intervene? Teachers see that students lacking
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Figure 1.1
Brandon’s Strategy Using a Base Ten
Block Representation
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“I know we have to subtract, because the butterflies flew away, but it’s
not possible,” said Carlos. “You can’t do 600 minus 378 because of the zeros.
You can’t do 0 minus 8 or 0 minus 7.”
“Yes, you can. Look what I did,” said Sumayah. “Six hundred minus 378
is 378. See? Look.”
“Wait, what did you do?” asked Anita.
Sumayah attempted to prove that her strategy worked: “I did 0 minus 8
is 8, 0 minus 7 is 7, and 6 minus 3 is 3.”
Anita, still confused by Sumayah’s answer and strategy, said, “I don’t get
it . . . I don’t know if that works. I got a different answer. I got 222.”
While these three students were talking, Brandon was still working on
the problem. He drew six flats to represent 600 butterflies, crossed out three
of the flats to show that he took away 300 (those that flew away), and was
now working on taking out 78 from one of the hundreds that was left (see
Figure 1.1).
There was a lot going on in this group of four third-grade mathematicians. Carlos was thinking about the standard algorithm for 600 – 378, but
the regrouping procedure stopped him from solving the problem. He would
have had no problem if it had been 678 – 300. But with 600 – 378, he didn’t
know where to start, because he believed he couldn’t subtract 8 from 0 or 7
from 0.
Sumayah, who was also focusing on the standard algorithm, changed
the problem to 678 – 300. She didn’t see that she had actually changed the
whole problem in an effort to solve it.
Brandon was using number sense to solve the problem, although his
strategy was not yet efficient. By drawing base ten blocks, he was able to visualize the problem and the amounts. The six flats helped him see the amount
of 600. He immediately took out 300 because those 300 butterflies flew away.
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Routines That Are
Not Routinized
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routine is an activity or event that occurs on a regular basis over a period
of time. Think about the routines you already have in your classroom—
greeting students in the morning, backpack procedures, morning meeting
rituals, taking attendance, lunch count and lunch line procedures, read-alouds,
calendar routines, weather observations and graphs, and author’s share, just to name
a few. Routines provide frameworks for our day. Our routines build community
and create a safe learning environment for students. Routines provide feelings of
belonging, ownership, and predictability, which make the classroom a place to take
risks, try new things, and be successful.
Routines are a regular part of most math workshops and math lessons. You find
them in curriculum materials, such as the math message in Everyday Mathematics
(University of Chicago School Mathematics Project 2007) and ten-minute math in
Investigations in Number, Data, and Space (TERC 2008). Many teachers begin their
math block with some kind of warm-up. My purpose is to help you take what you are
already doing with math routines and refine it to expand students’ number sense. In
this book I show you how to go beyond the curriculum materials to design routines
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Other teachers set up their math workshops like this:
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Warm-up
Mini-lesson
Active learning or guided practice
Students work on an activity or some sort of problem or game related to
the mini-lesson while the teacher confers with individual students
or groups of students.
Reflection or share
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The teacher meets with small groups of four to five students while other
students work in math stations, work on projects, problem solve, or
work on a math game.
Reflection or share
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This book focuses on one component of your math block—your warmup, which I refer to as a number sense routine, prior to the mini-lesson.
Students need quick, explicit, daily experiences with number sense concepts.
Routines provide that structure, no matter what you are teaching during the
mini-lesson or during the active learning portion of the math block. The
routine does not always need to be related or connected to the math lesson
for that day or the math unit for that month. Its purpose is to provide a daily
experience with a number sense concept. The ultimate goal is that students
make connections over time, build an understanding of relationships among
numbers and operations, and ultimately apply their number sense understandings in problem solving.
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STUDENTS MAKING CONNECTIONS,
UNDERSTANDING RELATIONSHIPS, AND
APPLYING THEIR NUMBER SENSE: THE
POWER OF NUMBER SENSE ROUTINES
Numerical literacy is the goal. We want students to build number sense and
use their number sense. I keep my eye on that goal by observing students’
number sense growth, then watching for its application to mathematics
problems and discussions. All students have their own path as they move
toward numerical literacy. Let me share snippets of Jaime’s, Margaret’s, and
Andy’s paths.

Jaime
One morning in early May, I began our math class with the following scenario:
“We’ve been working outside in our garden to get it ready for planting. We’ve
talked about how much space we need between seeds. We’ve also observed
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Chapter 4: Counting Routines

COUNT AROUND THE CIRCLE

WHAT’S THE MATH?

Early Counting
Learning Trajectory

BOX
4.1
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Douglas Clements describes a
developmental sequence that children
go through as they learn to count.
Breaking down the learning trajectory
into these guideposts helps us analyze
students’ progress and better plan
learning experiences along the way.
Precounter: Says some number words.
Chanter: Says some words in
sequence (“singsong”).
Reciter: Says number words in
sequence (does not need song).
Corresponder: Counts correctly using
one-to-one correspondence up
to at least five objects, but does
not yet employ cardinality when
asked, “How many?” (see Chapter
1, Box 1.1, for information on
cardinality).
Counter to five: Counts one to five
objects meaningfully (now using
cardinality).
Producer: Counts out a collection up
to five.
Counter to ten: Counts one to ten
objects meaningfully.
Counter and producer (more than
ten): Counts higher than ten,
even when counting unorganized
objects.
• Counter from n (can begin
counting at various starting
points).
• Counter on using patterns.
• Counter on keeping track.
• Counter forward and back.
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Count Around the Circle is a routine that involves whole-class participation, with each person saying a number as you count around the circle. To
begin, choose a counting sequence; for example, count by tens starting at
thirty-two. Have one child start with thirty-two, and go around the circle as
each person says a number. (The first person says, “Thirty-two,” the second
person says, “Forty-two,” the next person says, “Fifty-two,” and so on). When
you introduce the routine for the first time, it is best to start with simply
counting by ones. Have one student start with one; the next person should
say, “Two,” the next person “Three,” and so on, until you get all the way
around the circle and everyone has said a number aloud.
Count Around the Circle is a whole-class effort and it takes a team to do
this routine effectively. It may take several days to establish the procedures
before you get into the heart of the mathematics with this routine. Start by
setting the following expectations:
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1. Everyone needs to listen to each person and count in their heads as each
person says his or her number. (This means that everyone is actively
participating, even when it is not their turn to say the number.)
2. Give everyone some think time when they need it. (Children inevitably
will get stuck and just may need some think time before others help—it’s
a natural reaction from children and teachers alike to want to help right
away. Take a look at Chapter 7 to get ideas for establishing think time.)
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Sometimes balancing the think time and keeping the counting going is
difficult. At times I have found that I started a counting sequence that was
too difficult for the majority of the class. Once, in a first-grade classroom, I
asked students to count by fives around the circle, and about a third of the
way around the circle (at around thirty-five), I realized that a majority of the
students were not solid with skip-counting by fives. Some of the students had
strategies for figuring out what came next; however, they were not yet fluent
with the counting sequence by fives. In cases like this, which can become a
management issue, I often make one of two decisions: (1) I stop the Count
Around the Circle and move into Choral Counting, in which we all count
the sequence together as a class (sometimes using a number line or number
grid for extra visual support), or (2) we stop and discuss as a class what each
student will say as he or she counts around the circle, so each student is
prepared when it’s his or her turn. Then, we start Count Around the Circle
all over again. This way the children are still clearly hearing the pattern that
goes around the circle, but they have had a chance to rehearse their number
before doing it quickly around the circle. See Box 4.2 for some counting
sequences to start with in your classroom.
So how do you know which counting sequences to use? And when is it
useful to use a routine like Count Around the Circle? Carrie Cantillana, a
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• Count by ones, tens, fives, twos,
threes, etc., starting at zero.
• Count by ones, tens, fives, twos,
threes, etc., starting at various
points.
• Count by tens, starting from
320 (320, 330, 340, 350, 360,
370 . . .).
• Count by tens, starting from
53 (53, 63, 73, 83, 93, 103, 113
. . .).
• Count backward by ones, tens,
fives, and twos, starting at various
points.
• Count backward by tens,
starting from 110 (110, 100, 90,
80 . . .).
• Count backward by tens,
starting from 322 (322, 312,
302, 292 . . .).
• Count by halves (0, 12 , 1, 1 12 , 2,
2 12 , 3 . . .), starting at zero or at
various points (16 12 , 17, 17 12 ,
18 . . .).
• Count by fourths, eighths, thirds,
or sixths, starting at zero or at
various points.
• Count by wholes, starting at a
fractional number.
• Count by hundreds or thousands
or millions, starting at zero or at
various points

w
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As you begin establishing the Count
Around the Circle routine, these
suggestions will give you a place to
start:

second-grade teacher, encourages her students to use strategies that make
sense to them and encourages the use of multiple strategies. One year in
early winter, she recognized that several of her students were using only one
strategy for solving a problem. These students were not only relying solely
on the number grid but also were still counting by ones on the number grid.
Naturally, they were also struggling to solve problems mentally. Carrie was
stuck. She thought this was okay during the beginning of second grade, but
she also felt that her students should be moving into more efficient strategies
by now. She struggled with whether to give them more time or to plan activities to help them ratchet up their strategies a notch. As we looked closely
at students who were relying on the number grid or still counting by ones,
we saw that they were not always skip-counting effectively and that they
definitely were not applying the skip-counting they knew in order to solve
mental math problems.
Carrie and I discussed using the Count Around the Circle routine every
day at the beginning of their math workshop for two weeks in order to build
the skills for using skip-counting and tens and ones in problem solving. We
decided to plan this as a whole-class routine that we would do as the warm-up
to math workshop because we had three differentiated objectives. One group
of students needed opportunities to practice the counting sequence and apply
rote counting to problem-solving situations. Another group of students did
not necessarily need the counting sequence, but would be challenged by
explicitly explaining their thinking about the counting sequence patterns
and how they applied these patterns to problem-solving situations. This
group (as well as the whole class) also needed practice with estimation, and
we would provide opportunities for estimation during these Count Around
the Circle routines through questions before counting (see Box 4.3). A third
group of students were fairly solid with using counting sequences or tens with
addition but needed a boost with applying these strategies to subtraction.
The purpose of our planned counting sequences for these students was to
help them with subtraction strategies.
Carrie and I chose to start the first day with counting by ones so we could
focus on establishing the expectations for this routine. First we started at one,
which prompted students to recognize that there were nineteen people in
our circle that day. Then we asked, “What if we went around a second time?
What number would we end with?” That gave Carrie and me the opportunity
to assess who could double nineteen and how they doubled it, who estimated,
and who tried to count by ones. In other words, a question like this during the
routine allows teachers to assess students quickly and informally.
In the first few days of the routine, we began each math workshop
by “warming up our math brains” using Count Around the Circle. We
continued to count by ones for several days, beginning at various starting
points: 34, then 97, then 292. This allowed us to solidify the expectations
for the routine and build a supportive community that provided think time
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BOX
4.2
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Getting Started with
Count Around the
Circle: Sequence
Suggestions
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Making Sense
of Numbers and
Relationships
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hat is the value of the 1 in 21,732? The 1 no longer means one object.
Its value is 1,000. With that idea in mind, think about the value of the
1 in the following numbers:

0.01 (one tenth of a tenth, or one hundredth, or 1 ÷ 100, or ten thousandths, or
10 × 0.001)
0.1 (one tenth, or 1 ÷ 10, or ten hundredths, or 10 × 0.01)
1 (one)
10 (one ten, or ten ones, or 10 × 1)
100 (ten tens, or 10 × 10)
1,000 (ten hundreds, or 10 × 100)
10,000 (ten thousands, or 10 × 10 × 10 × 10, or 10 × 1,000)
100,000 (ten ten-thousands, or 10 × 10 × 10 × 10 × 10, or 10 × 10,000)

The eighteenth-century European mathematician Pierre-Simon Laplace
expressed admiration of the beauty of the base ten, place-value number system:
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Figure 5.3
Interesting Ways of Thinking
About 15
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Interesting ways of thinking about numbers using coins, pictures,
subtraction, tallies, multiplication, and so on (see Figure 5.3)
Highlighting a wide variety of ways of thinking about a number (See
Figures 5.4a, b, c, and d for ways various students made 100.)

Figure 5.4b
Luis highlights using three addends.
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Figure 5.4a
Catie highlights using the commutative property, then
uses compensation.

Figure 5.4c
Lisa highlights combining with 50, then taking out 50.
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Figure 5.4d
Randy highlights decomposing a number into many
smaller amounts.
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calendar routines all work together to provide multiple and varied number
sense experiences for students. As children are actively involved in these
routines daily and over time, they learn how numbers work, visualize
amounts in their heads, see patterns in numbers, and understand relationships among numbers.
As you get started with number sense routines, I advise you to start small,
build a strong community of learners, and get your students talking to each
other about mathematics. This will lead to successful, meaningful number
sense routines.
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START SMALL

Some Ideas for Starting Out
Use four to five dot cards every day for two to three weeks.
Use teacher language like this to facilitate discussion:
• How did you see it?
• Did you see it the same way Jennifer did or a different way?
• Look at all the different ways we think about the same card!
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I have found that Quick Images routines are a good place to begin for several
reasons. Quick Images routines will help you build a community around
sharing different ideas and strategies. There are so many different ways to see
an amount or put amounts together that this routine encourages students to
value the fact that everyone’s brain works differently. The dot cards and ten
frames are easy to talk about and help children understand that they can get
new, interesting ideas from their peers.
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Then, try Count Around the Circle—this will help your students work
on being a team, being patient with one another, and using wait time, and
will help them practice active listening. Count Around the Circle provides
a training ground for whole-class math discussions.

•
•
•

•

Some Ideas for Starting Out
Start slowly. Start with counting by ones and tens.
To initiate math talk about the counting sequences, simply ask, What do
you notice?
Practice think time if someone gets stuck. Discuss how helpful it was to
allow the person to figure it out on his or her own and give him or her
time to do it.
Emphasize that mistakes are okay and important—value strategies and
thinking (not just the right answer). Use prompts like this:
• When we were counting, you got stuck, then you figured it out. What did
you do to figure it out?
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